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Executive Summary
Singapore economic started off with global trade  and  this  approach  saw  its  weakness  in  this
credit crunch.  The  GDP  has  fallen  sharply  with  expected  lower  trade.  Since  last  year,  the
government has been encouraging entrepreneurship through various funding especially in  green
energy and life science  industry.  There  are  also  funding  in  helping  bank  to  release  loan  to
companies through sharing loan default risk.
Entrepreneurs are stubborn people whom  held  their  belief  close  to  themselves  and  strive  to
overcome difficulties. They walk the lonely and less travelled path which most people (e.g.  salary
employees) avoid due to the uncertainly.
One of the neglected industries is the body wellness which  is  a  form  of  preventive  healthcare.
This is  done  through  de-stressing  which  prevent  “body  toxic”  from  accumulating.  The  body
wellness industry in Singapore has resembled a “perfect market”  environment  with  many  small
players  popping  up  in  neighborhood  estate  in  various  shape  and  size.  Their  obsession   in
generating profit  for  survival  resulted  in  poor,  unprofessional  or  immoral  services.  The  lean
operation has enticed price sensitive consumers but diminish  this  profession.  The  price  cutting
strategy is easily copied by others and the lower profit margin result in  businesses  using  inferior
products which does not achieve “body wellness”.
How can we compete in such a chaos environment? This paper aims  to  find  that  answer  using
Creative Problem Solving Model (CPSM). The model uses various thinking quadrants  (HBDI)  or
mindset (e.g. Artist and Judge) to obtain an unbiased and optimum solution. It forces the  user  to
identify the real problem before solving it.
The paper is broken into 3 Sections
• Section A gives an overview of the entrepreneurship in Singapore.
• Section B provides the literature study made on HBDI and CPSM
• Section C will provide a real case study based on the author experience
The focus is on the initial startup as we find that this stage is  important  and  is  often  neglected.
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Section A: An overview of Singapore Entrepreneurship
Introduction
The  Singapore  Prime  Minister   in   his   conference   speech   highlighted   the   importance   of
entrepreneur role in  sustaining  our  economy  (PMO,  2009).  Entrepreneurs  have  proved  their
worth in molding Taiwan and Hong Kong  economy  into  today  prospered  economy.  Singapore
has been advocating entrepreneurship since the beginning  of  its  independent,  however  in  the
early days of independent it choose to first strengthen the economy through global trade.
The  current  credit  crunch  has  warned  us  the  limitation  of  being  too  dependent  on   trade.   The
emphasis on entrepreneurship starts now. Government services (e.g. licensing)  have  shift  from
counter to online. This has greatly reduced the effort in the  establishment  and  administration  of
business especially for small scale startup. The modern entrepreneurs whom are better informed,
educated and connected will be capable of tapping these resources to his needs.
The ease in accessing services and information raise the competitiveness for entrepreneurs. The
modern entrepreneur will not survive the  bashing  from  its  competitors  if  it  just  delivers  basic
product in the consumers market. Consumer  demanded  for  product  with  value  added  quality.
They are spoilt with choices and will not hesitate  to  switch.  The  Singapore  Telecommunication
Companies (e.g. StarHub, SingTel and M1) are facing tough competition in the consumer  mobile
market. The free mobile number retention across  all  Tel-Co  only  encourages  ‘switching’.  How
can these consumers be attracted and retained?
Entrepreneurship in the early days
The  departure  from  Malaysia  marks  the  beginning  of  Singapore.  The  growth  of  Singapore
depends on Global Trade and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). This is different from Hong  Kong,
Korea and Taiwan whom started their economic based on private domestic business.  Thus  their
entrepreneurship is stronger then Singapore.
Many  of  the  writers  (Cheng,  2002;  Hang,  2001;  Maurice  Baker,  2003;  Aw,  2002)  blame   the
Singapore government’s policy for today  weak  entrepreneur  culture.  They  listed  some  of  the
policies flaw implemented in the past.
1.   The   conversion   of   infrastructure   companies   into   state   Companies    (e.g.    Singapore
telecommunication and Public  Utility  Board)  has  robbed  the  crucial  experience  which
private operator can learn.
2. The absorption of talent via scholarship has un-balance the talent  distribution  which  has
hindered the growth of Small & Medium Enterprise (SME) and entrepreneurship.
3. The present  of  large  foreign  MNC  and  Government  related  agencies  has  created  a
vacuum of higher position resulting in faster promotion in  the  early  1980  and  90s.  This
laid  the  foundation  on  the  existence  of  a  good  career  prospect  only  in   MNC   and
government related agencies thereby suppressing  the  growth  of  entrepreneurship  (Lee
T.Y & Linda Low, 1990).
4. The pulling of women into the workforce  resulted  in  weaker  social  cohesion  and  lower
birth rate (George Magnus, 2009). This force parent to  place  their  hopes  on  their  child
through enlisting  in  overwhelming  enrichment  programs.  This  creates  a  risk  adverse
culture in the next generation which does not encourage entrepreneurship.
5. The adulthood of these children have enjoyed the sweetness of money will work harder to
sustain their desired living conditions. The path of an entrepreneur brings uncertainly  into
their cash flow and being risk adverse, is often avoided.
The growths of entrepreneurs  are  also  limited  by  other  factors  which  can  affect  the  operation  of  the
business. Lee T.Y and Linda Low (1990) identified some of the factors as:
• Innovation
• Access to capital
• Good Management
• Lack of skilled labor
• Macro-Economic or economy stability
Despite the strong criticism on various policies, it is not convincing to conclude  the  earlier  focus
on trade and FDI are wrong. The various policies  implement  has  put  Singapore  on  the  global
stage.
Entrepreneurship today
The government has noticed the limitation of being overweight on export  and  is  now  promoting
entrepreneurship to lift its economy. It has established transparency in its information  distribution
and government e-services. This contributes to Singapore being rank top as the easiest  place  to
do business by “Doing Business 2009” (World Bank  Group,  2009).  These  factors  cultivate  the
growth of entrepreneurship.
The advertising of successful entrepreneur has lessened the worries on bread and butter issue. It
has given aspiration to youth in entrepreneurship. The profiles of young entrepreneurs are:
• unmarried and age between 20-40s
• are better educated and can perform complex thinking
• posses technical know-how or working experience in specific industry
• are not bother with bread and butter issue as it is taken care by the parent
These individuals are in better position then their parent in term of their living conditions and have
more options and access to knowledge. Lee T.Y and Linda Low (1990) identified reasons for  this
increase.
1. By ‘Accident’.  The  participation  was  merely  due  to  chance.  There  is  no  intention  to
venture into doing business.
2.  Business   Environment.   The   macro   condition   encourages   its   citizen   to   become
entrepreneur. The scale are often very small (i.e. 2-3 people) and often  consist  of  family
related members. They are able to establish a business nucleus fairly fast.
3.  Long  Cherished  Ambition.  The  inspiration  of  success  entrepreneurs  will  attract   the
younger generation to move towards entrepreneurship.  The  education  institute  has  co-
operate with the Government in providing platform for aspire entrepreneurs. This  platform
aim to match good business plan with existing industry  players  (especially  technological
industry) or with bank on funding.
4. Perception of Business Potential. These entrepreneurs are  mostly  experience  individual
in an industry and want to crave a better career on their own.
5. Persuasion from family and friends. The support  from  family  or  friends  forms  a  strong
social backing for the potential entrepreneur to venture out.
6. A hobby which become a Professional. These entrepreneurs have passion and interest in
their hobby that the turn it into a profitable business  (E.g.  Pet  Shop  One-Stop  Service).
They get to earn a decent income and enjoy the process.
7. Previous Job or limitation  in  the  corporate  ladder.  These  entrepreneurs  are  ‘force’  to
venture out alone or in small group due to  frustration  or  limitation  in  the  corporate  life.
They seek to break through the corporate regulation by establishing their own company.
However Lee T.Y and Linda Low (1990) also noted the difficulty  faced  by  these  entrepreneurs.
Their considerations are more then their predecessor.
1. Business cost
2. Getting skilled workers
3. Limited domestic market size (e.g. Singapore)
4. Competition from MNC and GLC
5. Imitators from lower cost countries (e.g. China)
6. Limited technological know-how and R&D funding
7. Raising finance via commercial bank (mostly without collateral)
8. Government policies and regulation in favor of MNC and GLC or interest industry
The increase difficulties are due to greater competitiveness and globalization.
Definition of an Entrepreneur
There are many different definitions for Entrepreneur for  the  past  250  years.  The  writing  from
past MBA students  (Cheng,  2002;  Hang,  2001;  Maurice  Baker,  2003;  Aw,  2002)  in  general
describe entrepreneur as risk-taker, innovator and opportunist.
Edward Lumsdaine and Martin Binks (2007) have consolidated some of the well-known definitions.
• Jean Baptise Say (1767 – 1832) said an entrepreneur plays multiple roles and  is  able  to  use  the
factors of production to reconstruct into a higher value product. The revenue is able to cover the all
cost and wages. He is able to confront challenges.
• Joseph Schumpeter (1883 – 1950) added  that  knowing  the  business  operational  aspect  is  not
enough. An entrepreneur also needs to innovate.
• Harvey Leibenstein (1922 – 1994) added that the entrepreneur also has the ability  to  spot  market
gap (i.e. opportunist).
• Martin Blinks and Philp Vale  (1990)  define  it  as  “Entrepreneurship  is  an  unrehearsed
combination of economic resources  instigated  by  the  uncertain  prospect  of  temporary
monopoly profit.”
A comprehensive definition for entrepreneur has been difficult to conclude  as  they  can  take  on
many  identities.  We  can  even   establish   an   ‘entrepreneur’   status   as   an   employee   (i.e.
intrapreneur) or as business owner. Entrepreneurship can happen to anyone at any stage.
In this discussion, we shall broadly define entrepreneurs as any individual whom believe in his
idea and utilize all resources to realize it. In short, they follow Nike slogan “Just Do It”.
Section B: Business Cycle
Business Cycle
Edward Lumsdaine, Martin Binks (2007) observed the life cycle of businesses can be  categorize
into two phase (i.e. business start-up and growth).  The  first  phase  uses  the  Creative  Problem
Solution Model (with Herrmann model) while the second phase uses a range of strategies to fulfill
its marketing and positioning needs.
Diagram A: Life cycle of a business product/services - Adopted from Edward L & Martin B (2007,
pg4)
They are plenty books on marketing strategy which can guide entrepreneur in the “New Business
Growth” stage but few were written for “Business Startup”. We would want to  focus  in  the  initial
stage especially in seeking innovation in their product or service.
An entrepreneur begins his journey with the desire to solve  a  problem.  Some  of  the  possibility
has been discussion in Section A. He will have finite sources  (e.g.  knowledge,  contact,  finance
and manpower) in experimenting for solutions. In such, the entrepreneur himself is  an  important
core resource in driving towards the solution. The entrepreneur  (at  minimum)  needs  to  posses
the correct skillset and mindset.
Herrmann Brain Dominance Instrument (HBDI)
The  dynamic  economy  requires  individual  to  posses  the  correct  skills  and  mindset   of   an
entrepreneur to pull  through.  Productivity  has  reached  its  limitation.  A  breakthrough  through
innovation is needed (George Magnus, 2009).  What  kind  of  mentality  would  our  entrepreneur
need to overcome the obstructions ahead?
There  has  been  much  discussion  on  how  to  make  people  purchase.  How  can   we   make
employees more productive then they already are?  In  short,  what  make  people  tick?  We  are
already familiar with the left and right brain function. The right side relates to ‘art’ while the  left  is
‘science’. Ned Herrmann (1996) further breaks this into 4 portions  each  dominating  a  particular
thinking preference. They are being labeled Quadrant A to D.
|Left Brain                                |Right Brain                               |
|Quadrant A: Logic                         |Quadrant D: Experimental                  |
|Quadrant B: Organize                      |Quadrant C: Emotional                     |
Each of us prefer to think in a particular quadrant (i.e.  tile  towards  one  or  multiple  points)  and
tends to use that quadrant (or quadrants) to make decision. The partial usage of all quadrants will
result in flaw solution (not decision). We can also determine the  preference  thinking  mode  of  a
company through its mission statement. This means we can profile anything through observation,
intuition and common  sense  into  HBDI  model.  Edward  Lumsdaine  and  Martin  Binks  (2007)
provide detail explanation on the various quadrants.
Quadrant A
This quadrant is located at upper left and deals with logic, facts and analysis. It relates to number
crunching and analytical work. Individual who are strong in  this  quadrant  are  not  sociable  and
preferred to work alone. They do not have room for humor and would want others  to  go  straight
to the point. Their immediate approach to  problem  solving  is  fast  and  efficient.  Examples  are
finance analysts and statisticians. It is achievement-oriented.
Quadrant B
This quadrant deals with schedule and structural work. It relates to sequential execution  of  tasks
and dislike disruption. Individual who are strong in this quadrant preferred  a  schedule  life  style.
They absorb information better when presented in a structure manner (e.g. categorization).  They
are  the  time  keeper  whom  will  ensure  things  and  done  on  time.  They  could  even  include
contingency  approach  in  their  plan.  Examples  are  clerks  and  administrators.  It  is  process-
oriented.
Quadrant C
This quadrant deals with emotion and sensory. They are a people person and prefer group  work.
They require interaction to motivate themselves or others.  They  are  easily  influence  by  others
emotion. This means they will share your happiness and  sorrow.  Examples  are  social  workers
and teachers. It is people-oriented.
Quadrant D
This quadrant deals with metaphorical and conceptual. They  are  playful  and  explorative.  Their
immediate approach to problem solving is not the problem itself but overall  impact.  They  design
their solution with a broader view of  the  operation.  Examples  are  painters  and  architect.  It  is
future oriented.
The diagram below shows the relationship of the four-quadrants
Diagram B: HBDI Profile - Adopted from Ned Herrmann (Aug 1999)
How can the entrepreneur identify the thinking preference of himself, his  workers,  his  suppliers,
his customers and even a company motto? It would require train personnel to observe the person
behavior and categorize into the thinking preference.
A military strategist Sun Tzu (??) famous quotes (ChinaPage, 2009)
“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles”.
Identifying your preferred thinking quadrant and the competition (or friend)  can  alter  the  strategy
employed. It will be effective when the parties speak the same language. Imagine  the  marketing
effectiveness when we are able to communicate in the same frequency as  our  consumers  (Ned
Herrmann, 1996, p88)? The assignment of  task  based  on  the  correct  quadrant  matching  will
heighten morale. This will  strengthen  the  cohesiveness  of  the  company  with  employees  and
customers.
Homogenous vs. Heterogeneous Group
We do not get to choose the teammate  in  our  workplace,  it  is  usually  being  assigned.  Diane
Coutu  (May  2009)  pointed  out  that  being  in  a  team  might  not   always   result   in   stronger
productivity. We believe this is due to the member and management  poor  understanding  of  the
HBDI thinking quadrants.
Edward Lumsdaine and Martin Binks (2007, p34) observed that minority of us have  single  or  all
dominate  quadrants  dominate.  This  variation  allows  us  to  have   either   a   homogenous   or
heterogeneous team in our working environment. It is not the ultimate goal  to  become  strong  in
all quadrants. The HBDI is simply a reflection of  your  strength  and  weakness  (Ned  Herrmann,
1996).
A homogenous team view things similar and can conclude to an issue faster. They  are  useful  in
resolving  issue  that  does  not  requires   creativity.   Example:   resolving   a   routine   technical
breakdown in a production line. However the lack of creativity  might  prevent  them  from  solving
the real problem.
A heterogeneous team will have conflicting thoughts. They have difficulty in seeing from the other
parties’ perspective and dismiss them as “simply do  not  understand  the  situation”.  This  is  the
initial barricade which most team failed to pull through. This prevented the team from achieving  a
quick solution to their problem. However it sometimes can spark innovative solutions  to  the  real
problem.
If we look deeper, one could still find traces of conflict as each quadrant could still be divided into  sections.
Example, we could further divide Quadrant  A  into  ‘logic’  vs.  ‘analyze’.  A  logical  person  might  use
factors like shop location, size and partition to  determine  a  suitable  lot  for  retail  business.  An
analytical person might observe for trend in human traffic, demographic and purchasing  behavior
as factors. Although both are rationale people, they might have conflicting view  (Ned  Herrmann,
1996, p44).
Communicating across Quadrant
We do not get to choose whom we can work or live with. In such, knowing  how  to  communicate
with  various   mindsets   is   crucial.   Ned   Herrmann   (1996,   p116)   categorize   4   forms   of
communication.
Same Quadrant Communication
They are people with the same thinking preference (i.e. homogenous  group).  They  are  able  to
reach a common agreement fastest. Although it  has  been  observed  minor  conflict  might  take
place, there are usually mild and resolve quickly.
Compatible Quadrant Communication
The brain is common know to be spilt into 2 sections (i.e. left and right). These sections  are  well
connected within their own dominant. This means Quadrant A and B (also  C  and  D)  are  better
connected then A and D (also B and C). The communication is now slightly difficult.
Contrast Quadrant Communication
The connection is lessened and  will  be  difficult  to  communicate.  However  such  arrangement
might create creative solution. The discussion will be difficult to manage since  disagreement  will
surface.
Cross Quadrant Communication
This is the most  challenging  group  as  confrontation  between  individuals  of  different  thinking
quadrant will take place often. The outcome of a creative solution is also more likely.  We  should
arrange   for   such   discussion   when   brain-storm   for   an   impossible   solution   or   seeking
breakthrough.
Each  individual  can  train  its  mind  towards  four-dominate  quadrants  by  practice  thinking  or
activities in the weaker quadrant.  Example,  a  person  with  weaker  quadrant  D  can  enroll  for
drawing or culinary class to stimulate the brain. The initial stage will be  tough  but  the  result  will
prove its worth.
A study has revealed that the overall thinking preference  of  any  company  with  more  then  100
employees will be balance (Ned Herrmann, 1996, p150). We should find partners whom are  able
to complement our weaker quadrant(s)  or  train  our  weaker  quadrant(s).  The  former  is  much
easier.
An entrepreneur  can  create  product  or  services  that  are  sustaining  or  disruptive  in  nature.
Sustaining innovation can be seen as “Doing things better” while Disruptive innovation is seen as
“Doing things differently” (Edward  L  &  Martin  B,  2007).  The  development  of  a  sustaining  or
disruptive product is heavily determined by the preferred thinking  quadrant(s).  However,  do  we
need to be all quadrants dominate in order to create a winning  product?  The  path  to  mould  an
individual to a all quadrant dominates might be difficulty, tedious and sometime impossible
Sustaining and Disruptive Innovation
A company venturing into a market will meet its competitors eventually. A first mover can have its
advantage by knowing the market better. However it also attracts competitors when the  business
is proven profitable. The second  mover  is  able  to  observe  the  pitfall  of  the  first  and  reduce
unnecessary  spending.  The  ability  to  create  disruptive  or  sustaining  innovation  is  therefore
important for company survival.
A sustaining innovation benefits everyone in the same industry. The creation of  internet  banking
helps to shift queues in the bank counter to online but it does not creates any disruption  or  gains
any competitive  edge  over  their  competitors.  However,  it  did  bring  convenience  to  frequent
travelers whom now can transact anywhere through any banks.
A disruptive innovation creates a new market which could affect related market.  The  creation  of
hologram display provides a totally new experience in visual entertainment. We would expect  the
high price to deter demand initially. In the long run, it will attract demand from the existing  market
(e.g.  Plasma  or  LCD  display)  as  the  hologram  display  prices  are  reduced.  There   are   no
aggressive invasions to the existing market thus avoiding any possible price war.
An innovation is like your ammunition which can attract consumers or  destroy  your  competitors.
The proper usage will result in favorable outcome. The “Creative Problem Solving Model” aims at
creating that ‘ammunition’
Creative Problem Solving Model
This model caters to the start-up  stage  of  the  business  cycle.  It  forces  the  user  to  derive  a
solution base  on  the  four  thinking  quadrants.  It  identifies  the  real  problem  through  creative
brainstorming and achieves the best solution (Edward Lumsdaine, Martin Binks, 2007).
The Herrmann model shown below gives an overview in the flow of thoughts. The  model  groups
neighboring quadrants to form a ‘mindset’. There are 6 groups of mindset.
Diagram C: Creative Problem Solving and Herrmann Model - Adopted from Edward L & Martin B
(2007)
In certain mindset, brainstorming might be  needed.  However  not  all  people  are  able  to  think
without a structure or framework (Kevin P., Patricia C. and Renee, Dec 2007). We therefore have
included recommended tools in each mindset to aid the usage of the  “Creative  Problem  Solving
Model”.
Explorer Mindset
This is a combination of quadrant C and D.  Quadrant  D  is  future-oriented  and  is  able  to  cast
wider net or to have the overall picture. Quadrant C allows us to initiate the thinking based on our
daily activities and discover the impact to people. The explorer has to cast a wide net  to  capture
all related problems. The more exposure or experience the  explorer  is,  the  wider  the  range  of
problem to be capture. These two  quadrants  are  used  as  we  are  able  to  relate  to  our  daily
experience and make the initial brain-storming easier. Tools that can be use  are  Mind-Map  and
Internet Search. The output is a mind map of related issues to the problem.
Detective Mindset
This is a combination of quadrant A and B.  Quadrant  A  focus  in  analyzing  the  problem  while
quadrant B ensure categorize the problems. This mindset reviewed the crystallize  problems  and
determines what the real problem is. This is done through repetitive and persistence  questioning
on the problems till we obtain actual issue. The problem identify has to be written  clearly  without
any ambiguous. Tools that can be use are Kepner-Tregoe  and  Survey.  The  output  is  the  real
problem definition.
Artist Mindset
This is a combination of quadrant C and D which is similar to the explorer mindset.  This  mindset
brain storm for solutions on the real problem identified. The more solutions  generated,  the  more
effectiveness the crystallize solution  will  be.  This  section  is  often  neglected  as  teams  find  it
tedious and time consuming. The moderator should insist this exercise be carried out fully as  the
benefits can only be felt at  the  end  of  the  entire  process.  The  session  can  provide  creative
solution if it involves cross functional team. The ideas given are never to be critic  and  should  be
conducted constructively. We can use Mind-Map  or  Internet  search  for  various  solutions.  The
output is a series of possible solutions.
Engineer Mindset
This is a combination of  quadrant  A  and  D.  Quadrant  A  helps  to  refine  the  solution  without
compromising its effect which is monitored by quadrant D. This mindset focuses on improving the
Artist’s idea and makes it feasible. It needs to justification  for  each  solution.  We  are  using  the
Pugh Method to construct the solution. The output is a list of conceptual solution.
Judge Mindset
This is a combination of quadrant A and B. Quadrant A will based on evident and  facts  to  refine
the solution. Quadrant B is to ensure the solutions are implementable. This  mindset  focuses  on
the  selecting  an  optimum  solution  for  implementation.  Tools  to  use   are   criteria   checklist,
advantage and disadvantage matrix and voting. The output is  the  optimum  solution  to  the  real
problem defined.
The assessment made at this point is crucial and should be unbiased. It is  preferable  to  have  a
panel instead of an individual making the decision. It is important that  the  tool  is  used  properly
and correctly.
The Judge and Engineer mindset uses a Pugh Method to selecting the optimum solution. 
Pugh Method
The Pugh method is creative concept technique use by the Engineer  and  Judge  mindset.
The method originates in engineering design but has proven to be useable in solving  daily
problems. The method resembles the advantage  and  disadvantage  matrix.  All  solutions
are being presented in the matrix and are check against a list of criteria. In  each  round  of
comparison, a datum is identified. A datum is  the  base  which  the  various  concepts  are
compared. The datum in the first round can be the current practice or  any  of  the  concept
solution.
Those solutions that are worse, equal or better in each criterion are marked. No weightage
or numbering is allowed. The numbers of passes (+)  are  summed  and  the  best  solution
becomes  the  datum  for  the  next  round.  The  remaining  solutions  are  either   merged,
dispose or enhance.
Producer Mindset
This is  a  combination  of  quadrant  B  and  C.  This  mindset  deals  with  the  solution  delivery.
Quadrant B focuses on the schedule while quadrant  C  works  on  the  impact  to  people.  If  the
solution perform drastic changes to the existing workflow then quadrant C will buffer the impact  it
has on the affected people and pacifying them to adopt the solution. The implementation  can  be
outsource or perform by the company. Tools to  be  use  are  Flow  Chart  and  Gantt  Chart.  The
output is the implementation plan.
New Business Growth
Upon obtaining the optimum solution,  we  are  ready  to  release  the  service  or  product  to  the
market. This paper will not deal with  the  details  in  production  of  the  product  or  service.  The
services or  product  might  require  patent  or  licensing  which  are  also  not  in  our  discussion.
Entrepreneur will have to check with their respective authorities in the details.
Financing
The operation of a company depends heavily on  its  cash  flow.  The  borrowing  of  money  from
bank is difficult for start-up especially when they have no  collateral  or  attractive  business  idea.
Edward  Lumsdaine  and  Martin  Binks  (2007)  group  funding  into  2  source  (i.e.  Internal  and
External).
Internal Funding refers  to  borrow  money  from  your  saving,  family  and  friends.  This  form  of
funding is the cheapest and fastest to obtain. External funding refers to  borrowing  from  bank  or
equity finance. In the current credit crisis, banks are reluctant to lend  especially  to  start-up  with
no attractive business plan or limited historical profit  or  collateral.  Equity  finance  relies  on  the
potential of the business and if it in the direction of  government  polices,  the  loan  will  be  given
easier.
The obtaining of finance (especially external  funding)  requires  the  entrepreneur  to  prove  their
concept to be worthy of investment. The absent of past  balance  sheet  or  collateral  will  reduce
their chance. Business angel will assist when the  idea  is  deemed  as  potential  but  they  might
intervene in management decision. This could upset the entrepreneur’s initial plan.
Spring Singapore (2009) has a list  of  government  backed  loan  for  entrepreneur  and  SME  to
apply. Entrepreneur should never be discouraged from the challenges face in obtaining loan.
Introduction Stage and Market Development
The positioning  of  the  services  or  product  depends  on  the  acceptance  of  the  market.  The
placement has to be where demand exists.  We  can  use  macro  analysis  tools  (e.g.  PEST)  to
understand the market.
Once  we  have  knowledge  of  the  market,  we  need  to  decide  the  entry  mode.  Igor   Ansoff
(Wikimedia Foundation Inc, 2009) has created a simple matrix to  determine  the  type  of  market
entry an entrepreneur can adopt. It uses market and product knowledge to decide.
Diagram D: Igor Ansoff’s Product-Market Growth Matrix, adopted from Wikimedia Foundation Inc
(2009)
. Market penetration means  brunt  fight  with  existing  players.  There  is  no  innovation  in  the
product and service which result in no differential.  The  entry  of  new  players  only  crowds  the
place. Players whom want to secure existing customer will engage  in  combat  (e.g.  price  war).
Others might want to collaborate to expand the customer pie by attracting non-consumers in  but
this is seldom seen. Although it can be seen as having the lowest uncertainty, it is also  seen  as
having the lowest returns.
. Product development refers to new services or products  that  are  sustaining  or  disruptive  in
nature. A  new  item  will  tends  to  attract  non-consumers  into  the  pool,  followed  by  existing
consumers  of  related  market.  The  development  of  new  services  or   products   will   ensure
company continuous operation  and  competitiveness.  The  duration  in  which  the  service  can
entice the consumer lies strongly on the service attractiveness. In the event  that  the  consumer
failed to differential the services the sales will either saturate or decline. The company  needs  to
tune their marketing strategy.
. Market development refers to the exploration of new customer market (i.e.  Blue  Ocean).  This
usually occur when the product in the existing market are not selling or have  saturated.  In  Asia
countries, western goods are deemed as superior and have higher demand. The consumers are
willing to pay a premier to be associated with the brand. This  generates  higher  revenue  which
the  company  might  not  be  enjoying  in  its  domestic  market.  In  the  globalize   market,   the
penetration of foreign brand is inevitable.
. We are seeing more Taiwan and China product in Singapore which are  gaining  confident  with  the  local
consumer. Unfortunately, the recent China milk scandal and toxic child toys have damper Singaporean’s
confident on China made product.
. Diversification has two unknown which make it dynamic. In the situation whereby the company
has no historical trend to  refer,  the  result  can  be  surprising.  A  conservative  approach  is  to
monitor the market respond before deciding the area to focus on.  However  impatient  company
might jump to conclusion upon seeing early market signal. Company using this  mode  will  have
to be responsive to market feedback and tweak their service according.  This  quadrant  requires
the most effort and resource.
The modern market is dynamic and retaining customers  are  getting  more  challenging.  We  are
unable to change the  world  to  suit  our  need  but  we  are  fully  capable  of  understanding  our
strength  and  weakness.  This  can  be  shown  in  the  HBDI   diagram   our   preferred   thinking
quadrants.
It  is  important  to  understand  your  own  character  or  personality  before  success   can   been
seen. We encourage  reader  to  spend  more  time  in  this  section  as  Sun  Tze  had  said  that
“knowing yourself and half the battle is won”.
We have concluded the literature section and will illustrate the approach using a case study.
Section C: Case Study: Perspective of the Singapore Body Wellness
Industry
Singapore Medical  Care  has  been  advance  in  recent  years.  The  aging  populations,  higher
competitiveness and urbanization will result in more citizens having chronic illness.  The  medical
institutes will not be enough to cater for  their  needs.  We  need  to  do  something.  We  need  to
strengthen our “slow medicine” (TODAYonline, Jun 2009).
PricewaterhouseCoopers’ Health Research Institute (2005) makes the following findings
• Future healthcare cost are likely to rise and will stress the government and its taxpayers.
• Preventive care and disease measurement have great  potential  to  enhance  health  and  reduce
cost.




4. Cost of health insurance
5. Government and federal work
6. Cost and availability of liabilities insurance
7. Employee’s related cost (e.g. work health related compensation)
The above finding highlight  the  impact  of  one’s  healthcare  needs  (e.g.  #4,  #6  &  #7)  to  the
economic growth (WEF, 2007, pg10). The importance of health  throughout  ones  life  cannot  be
further stress.
It is a known fact that Singapore is moving towards an aging population (SDS  2008).  The  aging
process is inevitable. The child and elderly dependent ratio (adopted from SDS  2008)  are  given
as
|Age Dependency Ratio          |1970      |1980      |1990      |2000      |2007      |
|(per 100 population age 16-64)|          |          |          |          |          |
|Child (under 15) / (16-64)    |68.1      |40.1      |32.3      |30.9      |26.1      |
|Adult (above 65) / (16-64)    |5.9       |7.3       |8.5       |10.1      |11.8      |
It can be observed that the continuation  of  this  trend  will  result  in  more  stress  for  the  future
working population (16 – 64 years old). The future generation will need to  support  more  parents
(including in-laws) thereby  stretching  their  earning.  The  younger  generations  are  also  facing
obesity and chronically illness that is often associated with older generation. Are they still capable
of staying healthy (i.e. lower medical expense) while supporting more elderly parents?
Your future
We can choose the kind of lifestyle to age in.
|All human age                |With Cash                     |Without Cash                  |
|With Good Health             |Enjoyable and stress free     |Sustainable lifestyle         |
|                             |lifestyle but Rare            |                              |
|Without Good Health          |Sustainable lifestyle         |A liability to relative and   |
|                             |                              |children and government       |
The optimum quadrant to reach is “with cash and  good  health”.  To  attain  this,  we  need  good
health through preventive measures which enable us to earn the desired  income  and  saving.  A
sicker workforce will lower productivity and increase the government healthcare budget. Health is
still the prerequisite to richness.
There have been substantial reports linking massage to enhancing  one’s  health.  Urban  dweller
enjoyed visiting SPA or body wellness center to de-stress (Hudon Vallar, 10 Nov 2008) but not all
people can afford the price.
History of the Western and Eastern Body Wellness
SPA therapy has existed since ancient times. The integration of SPA  into  medical,  tourism  and
hotel industry has commercialized it. SPA has since  become  a  profitable  business  among  city
dwellers as it is seen as a way to de-stress from the hectic urban lifestyle.
SPA is originated from the Western countries and it focus on muscle relaxation. The main  media
to  conduct  the  relaxation  is  using  water  pressure  or  temperature.  It  slowly  emerges  to  oil
massage which is can be easily setup and does not require large room  size  or  machinery.  This
approach is suitable for city area or limited land area like Singapore.  It  also  focuses  on  muscle
relaxation by tensing, twisting and relaxing the muscle.
Meridian massage is said to be originated from the Eastern as in  China,  the  sensei  are  mainly
called to cure  or  fix  a  particular  muscle  tension  or  dislocation.  The  fix  is  done  by  applying
appropriate amount of external force to align the  derail  area.  It  is  a  myth  that  the  harder  the
masseuse apply the better the enhancement (although it also resulted in more pain). The idea  of
“No pain, No gain” is in body wellness simply flaw!
The evolvement of body wellness has bloom independently from Western and Eastern countries.
|Progress|Western countries                    |Eastern countries                    |
|ion of  |(Rome, Greek, Sweden)                |(Japan, China, India)                |
|time    |                                     |                                     |
|        |Western Medication                   |Chinese Natural Herbal (???)         |
|        |(e.g. medicine practitioner)         |                                     |
|        |Physiotherapy                        |Chinese Sensei (???)                 |
|        |SPA                                  |Acupuncturist(???)                   |
|        |Various Massage Techniques (e.g. Swedish, Javanese and Thai)                |
As time progress, SPA and Acupuncture create an influence to  each  other.  In  the  era  of  Mao
Zedong the massage technique has been creeping into its hospital and medical school.  The  U.S
massage was popularized in the 1800 when their medical is not advanced.
SPA involves the usage of water as part of its therapeutic approach. It  focuses  on  providing  an
environment for mind relaxation. Acupuncture focuses on the body  meridian  point  which  is  the
body nerve system. It stimulates the body immune system to combat the body toxic or rejuvenate
the person ‘Qi’ (?) circulation. As trade increases between  Eastern  and  Western  countries,  the
hybrid of SPA and Acupuncture influence each other.
The Western started  off  with  Swedish  massage  while  the  Asia  developed  more  variation  of
massage (e.g. Acupressure and Shiatsu etc). Swedish massage in general focus on relaxing  the
muscle while Asia  massages  focus  on  meridian  point.  A  new  approach  to  massage  is  foot
reflexology which was popularized by the Taiwanese (Rwo-Shr, ??).
Reflexology has the shortest history. It is started off  from  the  priest  whom  had  visited  Taiwan
lived in a Chinese home. The Chinese resident has medical background and the priest was being
introduced to foot reflexology. Due to the technology limitation, they are unable to conclude much
research finding then. The research is brought to  Japan  and  western  medical  equipments  are
used to ascertain their claim. Their recognition is yet established or acknowledge globally. 
Singapore SPA, Acupuncture and Massage Industry
Singapore has shifted to a service oriented economy and consumers are able to spend on  luxury
services. In recent years the SPA outlets have spout aggressively creating an  imbalance  supply
and demand market. Companies begin to focus  on  profit  maximizing  and  toy  with  misleading
marketing strategy to compete for the customers.
Those businesses with limited capital  use  un-ethical  approach  (e.g.  sexual  service)  to  attract
customers. This give the massage industry a bad name as massage is now often associated with
prostitution.  The  association  is  strengthen  with  more  shops  setting  up  in  shady  areas  like
Geylang which is a well-known red light district. Fortunately the government intervenes and setup
regulation to deter massaging outlet from providing such activities. Regular checks  are  made  to
these massaging outlets to ensure the services provide are ‘clean’ and moral.
Those remain are only keen in profits and have forgotten the health benefits which massage  can
bring. They focus on  the  short-term  profit  and  produce  inferior  service  (in  term  of  massage
techniques) which consumers might not detect easily. The labor dependent  industry  often  faces
talent shortage as the workforces are mobile.
In the next section, we are using the Creative Problem Solving Model to identify a solution on  the
issue.
Creative Problem Solving Model (CPSM)
The body wellness industry consists of multiple small and mid size  players  whom  are  often  not
well regulated. We will use Herrmann Model - Creative Problem Solving Model (CPSM) to  derive
a strategy to direct company to break through the chaos and obtain  a  competitive  advantage  in
Singapore Body Wellness Industry.
The solution derive will varies with people of different perspective and exposure.
Background of Partners
The business venture consists of three players (including  the  author).  The  model  requires  the
knowledge of each person HBDI and only the author has taken the  survey.  For  the  purpose  of
this paper, the other two investors HBDI profile shall be  determine  by  the  author’s  observation
and analysis.
Partner 1
Thomas Koh is  a  senior  trainer  and  has  conducted  various  courses  in  foot  reflexology  and
massages. His expertise is in foot reflexology where  he  had  received  many  certifications  local
and overseas. He has many years of experience conducting  training  course  for  local  massage
center and posses good network with the existing players
Thomas is a people person which  means  a  quadrant  C  dominate.  He  also  has  the  vision  of  the
market trend and the second dominate quadrant should be D. He is weak in executing the  vision
and administration and so is deemed as weak in quadrant A and B. His  passion  and  interest  in
conducting training support the profile.
His preferred thinking quadrants are C > D > A > B.
Partner 2
Wendy Tan is a new comer to the body wellness industry. She has previously  managed  a  small
printing company as a supervisor. Her subordinates have described her  as  cold  and  unfriendly.
She is a keen learner and has undergoing massaging training prior to the venture.
Wendy is a organize person (Quadrant B) but do not like to interact much with others. She is able to
perform  her  duties  professionally  but  lack  the  network  contact.  She  is  rationale  in  making
decision and often supports those decisions with justification (Quadrant A).
Her preferred thinking quadrants are B < A < D < C
Partner 3
The third investor is the author of this report and he has gone through the HBDI survey.  He  is  a
four-quadrant dominate person with preference being B > A > D > C. The diagram below gives  a
pictorial explanation of the distribution.
In the business venture, he will helping with the administration and marketing strategy. He will not
be involved in the daily operation as he has commitment to a day job.
Diagram E: Investor 3, HBDI Diagram
We are unable to present the overall HBDI diagram as the HBDI of the 2 partners is not
available at the point of writing. The author has concluded that the partnership will result in an all
quadrants dominate diagram.
The overall preferred thinking quadrants are B > A > D > C.
Terminology
This small section defines the term used in the discussion.
• We are using Body  wellness  to  represent  foot  reflexology  and  massaging  service  or  services  that
enhances the body metabolism.
• We are using services to represent products and services
Stage 1: Problem definition – Explorer & Detective Mindset
Explorer Mindset
The objective here is to identify as many  related  issue  linked  to  the  SPA  and  Body  wellness
industry in Singapore. We have presented the brainstorming in a structural manner to  ensure  all
areas are covered (Kevin P. Coyne, Patricia Gorman Clifford, Renee Dye, Dec 2007).
Macro Environment (with reference to PEST Model)
•  The  government  is  concerned  with  rising  healthcare  expense  (i.e.  medical  bill)  and
chronic illnesses (e.g. diabetes).
• Chronic diseases are costly and insurance only pay for the hospital expense and does not
include aftercare needs like day care center. The expenses in aftercare  could  become  a
burden to family and government.
•  The  general  workers  health  will   impact   to   productivity   resulting   in   lower   nation
competitiveness. There is no convincing measurement on  the  co-relation  it  has  on  the
economy and therefore is often ignore or down-play.
• Government has difficulty in regulating the industry as the retails shop are  dispersed  and
is not own by a single large corporate or organization.
• Singapore  (unlike  its  neighboring  countries  like  Thailand  and  Indonesia)  do  not  have  strong
historical background in body wellness.
• There are few leaning or training institutes  collaborating  and  promoting  Body  Wellness
academically. It is difficult  to  obtain  research  grant  as  it  is  not  scientific  recognize  in
Singapore.
• The credit crunch resulted in difficulty to borrow money from bank. Companies are  facing
cash flow constraint. Those with limited capital will have to end their operation.
• The legal regulation (e.g. Massage  Establishments  Act)  define  by  the  authority  create
restriction and administrative work for the business operators.
Micro Environment (with reference to 5 Forces Model)
• Massage unlike physiotherapy has gotten little recognition and are not accepted  a  formal
aftercare or treatment program.
• The lack of IT adoption restricts the service which the operators can provide. The younger
IT-Savvy customers whom have higher spending power will refrain from using the service.
Examples are fast-food retailers providing free wireless access for their diners.
• There are also competitions who sell massage equipments (e.g. OSIM and OTO).
• The more establish competitors (e.g. Mary Chia & Jean Yip) can  over-shadow  the  small
players as they are able to invest in attractive  advertisement  and  engage  in  celebrities’
endorsement.
•  Most  small  businesses  (i.e.  non  health  care  related)  have  difficulty  in  giving  health
incentive to their employee as these eats into their profit margin. The main focus is still on
profit maximizing.
• The consumers are unable  to  differential  those  shady  operators  from  the  rest  as  the
layouts are similar. Those genuine looking for clean massage will avoid the outlet when in
doubt.
• The close approximation of body wellness outlets have resulted  in  smaller  “customer  to
operator” ratio. They are more outlets competing for the same customer pool.
• It is difficult for  consumer  to  determine  what  form  of  services  they  are  seeking.  The
blurring of Tradition Chinese Medicine (TCM),  Beauty  Parlor,  Foot  Reflexology  Center,
Massaging Center  and  Fitness  Center  has  confused  consumers.  They  are  providing
services which are mis-leading and overlapping.
• The body wellness operators are concerned with profit maximizing  and  often  engage  in
hard selling of health products or supplements. This approach frightens the customer  and
deters them from coming back.
• There is low entry barrier as the setup is simple and does not require much knowledge.
• The current economic crunch has discouraged spending especially  in  luxury  items  (e.g.
Body Wellness). Consumers are more price sensitive in their spending.
• The outlet rental has reduced into the company revenue.
• Those shady body wellness operators uses scapegoat for their criminal activities thus  the
elimination of the mastermind is difficult.
• There is little effort in improving the massaging technique among the local operators. This
is especially for the smaller local players.
Workforce
• The massaging techniques are not standardized. Those with  same  origin  have  different
massaging techniques.
• The staff turnovers are too high thus employers are not willing to provide adequate training.
• The masseuses are usually foreigners (e.g. China) whom are associated with  prostitution
or low skillset workers.
• The younger Singaporean is not keen in joining  the  body  wellness  industry  due  to  the
poor recognition of this profession.
•  The  majority  of  the  workers  are  foreigners  from  developing  nation  whom  have  the
intention to  earn  quick  bucks  and  are  not  interested  in  providing  quality  and  ethical
service.
Social Impact
• It is still closely associated to prostitution or sexual service.
• It is seen as an activity meant for the middle and upper income group.
• Public are not convinced in preventive healthcare (e.g. jogging  and  Qigong-??)  and  will
only seek medication when illness strike them.
• The youth are too occupied in their digital life (e.g. Face-Book and Twitter) and lack  face-
to-face social interaction. They prefer staying at home  and  therefore  are  a  pool  of  un-
reachable customers.
• The parents are too focus on their  children  academic  performance  and  neglected  their
own health.
• Customers are busy with their work and have limited time for any massaging.
• The older worker has little saving and do not want to engage in unnecessary spending.
•  The  customers  for  body  wellness  are  usually   the   PMET   (Professional,   Manager,
Executive and Technician) whom have the spending power. It is not common for family  to
go for body wellness together.
Public Perception
• Body wellness operators give the wrong impression to customer by designing  their  outlet
shady. Those ill-disciplines masseuses sometime secretly provide sexual service for extra
income.
• The general public is still skeptical of the effect of body wellness on  chronic  illness  even
though there are proven cases (Field, et al., 2001).
• There is no room for the public to show their present in  this  industry.  There  is  a  T-Shirt
printing business  which  allows  public  to  submit  T-Shirt  design  (ooShirts  LLC,  2009).
These participants sometimes gain momentary reward but importantly are the  recognition
in the digital world.
Detective Mindset
The related issues identified in “Explorer Mindset” needs to  be  categorized.  The  definitions  for
the categories are provided in the table.
|No. |Category      |Description (Company perspective)     |Positive    |Negative     |
|    |              |                                      |impact (+)  |impact (-)   |
|1   |Consumer      |The frequency of a consumer engage in |Lower       |Higher       |
|    |Mobility      |the Company service                   |            |             |
|2   |Competition   |Internal rival or service substitution|Less        |More         |
|    |              |that has the capability to draw       |            |             |
|    |              |customer away                         |            |             |
|3   |Operating Cost|Company fixed and variable cost       |Low         |High         |
|4   |Government    |The action taken by government in     |Unknown                   |
|    |Regulation    |regulating the industry               |                          |
|5   |Public        |The public positive perception on body|Strong      |Weak         |
|    |Perception    |wellness operators/outlet             |            |             |
|6   |Service       |The ability to enhance the existing   |Higher      |Lower        |
|    |Innovation    |massaging technique                   |            |             |
|7   |Staff Quality |The discipline and competencies of the|Skilled     |Unskilled    |
|    |              |workers                               |            |             |
|8   |Staff Mobility|The workers turnover rate             |Low         |High         |
|9   |Future Growth |The future expansion of the Company   |Growth      |Shrink       |
|10  |Macro         |External influence which affect the   |Unknown                   |
|    |Condition     |entire industry or nation             |                          |
Consumer Mobility
We can further classified Consumer into different categories (John  Mutz  and  Katherine  Murray,
2006):
1. A new customer is unaware of the service available and therefore cannot react.
2. An existing customer has the intention to seek massage service  but  has  yet  determined
which body wellness operators to go.
3. A loyal customer visiting the same body  wellness  operators  because  of  the  ambience,
quality and price have suit his needs.
4. A customer visiting the same body wellness operator but also  bring  in  new  customer  or
commonly known as “word of mouth” advertisement.
A  “new  customer”  needs  to  be  informed  through  advertising  to  promote  to  the  next   stage.
However at “existing customer” stage (i.e. stage 2), it might not go to  the  outlet  directed  by  the
advertisement. He will have his own consideration (e.g. price and distance).  The  transition  from
“new customer” to “existing customer” simply increases the demand.
Company should focus on the last two categories as  they  bring  in  revenue  for  your  business.
Customer retention is cheaper then recruiting  new  ones  and  they  are  likely  to  bring  in  other
customers (i.e. the last stage). Therefore to grow a company, it should constantly seek stage 1  &
2 customers while holding on to stage 3 & 4  customers.  This  can  ensure  steady  revenue  and
lower the marketing cost for business growth.
These loyal customers are valued by all which could  result  in  them  being  over  pampered  with
choices.
Competition
The  body  wellness  industry  consists  of   many   small   players   which   resemble   a   “Perfect
Competition” market. Such market has these signs
• Many buyers & Sellers and Low Entry  &  Exit  Barrier:  The  equipments  and  staff  can  be  easily
purchase and train. These equipments  can  also  be  easily  disposed  and  staff  sack.  The
startup capital is low (~SGD$15,000).
• Homogeneous Services: The services provided (without quality  consideration)  are  same
(i.e. massage and foot reflexology).
• Perfect Information: Consumers are usually aware of the prices around  their  neighborhood
and work place. The knowledge of the entire industry prices is not easily accessible.
• Firms Aim to Maximize Profits: Companies  are  often  run  by  businessman  whom  main
consideration is profit.
These factors contribute to massive internal rivalry which usually ends up  in  price  war  or  “peer
guarding”. The low profit margin also resulted in lower spending in innovation since  cash  flow  is
already thin.
OSIM and OTO  are  two  well  known  companies  that  manufacture  massaging  equipments  in
Singapore. The  massage  market  is  not  yet  dominated  by  them  as  consumers  prefer  hand
massaging.  Indirect  competitors  that  deal  with  beauty  and  cosmetic  have   integrated   body
wellness  services  in  their  package.  Their  existence  shrinks  the  consumer  pie  for  the  body
wellness industry. Thus companies that persist in engaging internal rivalry  are  facing  its  enemy
from all sides.
Operating Cost
The operating cost excludes setup and decoration cost.. The biggest component in the  operating
cost is rental (~50%). The rental  is  proportional  to  its  location.  An  outlet  in  shopping  mall  is
costlier then in neighborhood as the shopping  mall  has  higher  traffic.  These  outlets  are  often
occupied by larger players in the market.
Staff remuneration and training takes about 20%. The massaging  techniques  are  portable  thus
allowing staff to switch among different  operators  easily.  This  makes  the  staff  retention  even
tougher. Companies are being squeeze  between  competitive  pricing  and  retaining  experience
skilled staff.
Companies are reluctant to give new staff properly training since they might  resign  when  they  can
demand higher pay elsewhere. A high  turnover  will  accumulate  high  training  cost  which  is  a
burden to the company.
Government Regulation
Government regulation or intervention can result in various effects. The recent regulation to clean
up shady operators has resulted in more rules  and  checks.  Existing  ‘clean’  operators  have  to
apply for additional license in order to continue their operation.  This  increases  their  burden  but
also increase public confident in their operation.
In  the  credit  crisis,  the  government  established  a  “Singapore  Workforce  Skill   Qualification”
program to enhance worker  employability.  This  relieves  companies  operating  cost  which  are
much labor intensive. It is difficult to determine if government intervention will result in  a  positive
outcome on operators.
Public Perception
The initial perception of body wellness has been tarnished by shady. The public does not want  to
associate themselves those shady operators when patronizing for body wellness services.
Popular professions  like  engineers  and  doctors  have  pools  of  students  enrolling  into  these
courses. The body wellness profession is not as glamorous as them. This is due to  the  negative
association and poor career path. Thus most of the staffs are recruited from the blue collar group.
Singaporeans are not attracted to this profession forcing  operator  to  employ  foreigners.  These
foreigners are perceived to give poor service and this further discount the profession.
Innovation
The main concern of the local operators is to gain profit. They do  not  conduct  in-depth  learning
into their massaging technique. The main objective is to please the customers  which  encourage
repeat business.
There are limited academic or medical supports to spur students to research in this area. There is
also no funding given in studying its benefits.
Staff Mobility
The departure of staff is motivated by few factors. The immediate factor is the  salary  and  bonus
which is determined by the operator profit. The next factor is employment market.
The increase in competitors will means more jobs opening and the job market will be  in  favor  to
employees. It is contradicting to see an  increase  in  workers  skillset  actually  make  the  worker
more attractive to other employer. These trained workers are able to demand higher pay and  are
likely to leave.
The impact of high turnover is on the  Company  future  growth.  Those  experience  workers  are
more capable to render assistance in the Company operation and expansion.
Staff Quality and Skills
The staff skill is immediately assessed by  the  customer  during  massaging.  The  quality  of  the
massage will determine if the customer will come again. The existing training fund does not  have
much courses design  for  the  body  wellness.  Those  certifications  are  locally  issued  and  not
backed by international standard.
The new WSQ funding scheme allow company to conduct their  own  in-house  training  and  this
has encouraged companies to strengthen staff skillset. Operators have sent  its  staff  for  training
during the credit crisis to reduce expense.
Future Growth
Company can grow organically or expansion. The company can be assured that  once  all  above
factors are covered, future growth can be assured.
Macro Condition
External influence can also have various impacts to the industry. The  credit  crunch  causes  low
spending but also eliminates companies with poor cash flow thereby  reducing  competition.  This
crisis wipe out those with weaker cash flow while weaken the rest.
Problem Definition
The discussion started off in finding problem related to the body wellness industry and categorize
them. It crystallizes to various modules which are related to one another. The chart below  shows
their relationship. We observed that  solving  part  of  the  issue  does  not  mean  the  problem  is
resolved, “Winning the battle does not mean winning the war.”
In  all  the  problems  define,  the  “Government  Regulation”   and   “Macro   Condition”   are   un-
controllable by the operator. It is meaningless  to  discus  the  impact  since  it  affects  the  entire
industry with unpredictable outcome. The top four items  are  external  factors  which  affects  the
company’s operation and cash flow. The lowered three are towards internal operation  which  the
owner can have more decision power.
We have short-listed some problem statements to represent our objective.
1. To provide a total relaxation (i.e. de-stress) and obtain healthy body, mind and spirit.
2. To introduce innovative service or product which can revolutionize the industry?
3. First  establish  a  footing  in  the  industry  then  heighten  the  body  wellness  profession
through collaboration or partnership.
4. To explore approach to gain competitive advantages against the existing players.
The body wellness industry has a bad start and we feel there is a need to straighten things  up.  It
will take time to solve all the problems but we  can  only  solve  the  most  crucial  ones  first.  Our
problem definition will be problem 3.
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Diagram F: Problem Mind-Map
Stage 2: Idea Generation – Artist Mindset
The real problem has been identified and we are ready to brainstorm the solution. In this  mindset
we are using the Artist to scan for a possible solution.
1. Consumer moves because they cannot differential between massage operators. We need
to differential ourselves from others through unique marketing strategy.
2.  Working  together  with  Singapore  Red  Cross  –  Blood  Donation  or  related  volunteer
welfare  organization  whereby  each  donor  received  a  discount  coupon.  The   amount
discounted will be the profit of the retail, the operating cost (including  the  commission  of
the masseur) is for breakeven.
3. The cost per customer has to be measure and therefore finds ways to reduce it.
4. Any promotional flyers are to be tracked (if possible). This allows us to narrow the region  which
we can obtain better respond (marketing, direct mailing).
5. We can also work  with  insurance  company  whereby  voucher  is  given  for  any  health
insurance sold (marketing).
6. House rules will be enforce to the workers and a standardize uniform shall be don.
7. The  type  of  service  should  also  be  record  as  a  feedback,  thereby  affecting  the  equipments
required in the shop. Example if there is a strong demand for foot reflexology then more  chair  and
basin should be provided.
8.  Government  to  provide  massage  as  a  basic  necessity  similar   to   basic   healthcare
insurance  given  in  European  countries   (PricewaterhouseCoopers’   Health   Research
Institute, 2005).
9. The market is much un-regulated and  this  invites  government  intervention.  We  believe
once the government intervenes and standard established it should be manage by private
organization.
10. We should work closely with a reputable  institute  (e.g.  NTUC)  in  training  workers.  We
should be the frontier in body wellness training.
11. It is impossible to satisfy all your workers desire and we should focus in what the  majority
are seeking. The average age of the workers are in their late 40s and for some it could be
their second or third career change. They are usually not well educated and are motivated
by momentary returns. We can group the workers into those motivated by (1)  momentary
returns  =  low  basic  +  high  commission  (2)  work-life  balance  =   high   basic   +   low
commission.
12. The career path of the staff should be  (1)  entry  level,  therapist  (2)  senior  therapist  (3)
shop manager (4) shop partners, and franchisee. As stage (4), the individual  is  expected
to bear part of the capital cost. The amount can be co-invested with an external partner or
with existing franchisee. In return the profit will also be pro-rated accordingly.
13. The ambient should be nature theme with relaxation being the main focus. The  aim  is  to
united Body, Sprit and Mind with the nature.
14. Customer health  progression  can  be  track  and  recorded  for  assessment  by  medical
profession.
15. Collaborate with  major  credit  card  company  in  package  promotion  which  can  attract
customer consumption.
16. Collaborate with neighboring  competitors  (including  all  other  business)  to  co-organize
community events or sales to attract crowd. We can also conduct education  talk  or  form
alliance.
17. Construct monetary reward which based on company revenue. Example, salary  structure
should have fixed and variable components.
18. We should obtain “CASE trust” to distinguish ourselves as proper body wellness operator.
This will also increase Customer’s confidence in our service.
19. In the mid to long term, we should establish a training  institution  which  we  can  promote
and control the staff skillset. Those of better quality are direct hired to our outlets.
20. The scope of  limiting  massaging  to  the  PMET  should  be  extended  to  include  family
participation.
21. The general  publics  are  still  not  acceptable  in  adopting  preventive  measure  towards
chronic illness. The youth are especially good in abusing their body  with  junk  food.  This
resulted in HPB rolling out series of health promotion in encouraging the youth to exercise
and eat right. However it has not educated the public that massaging and foot  reflexology
is also a form of ‘preventive’ body wellness.
22. In order to attract younger consumers, the shop can facilitate free wireless access and icy
healthy drinks for them. The serving of hot and non-sweet drink is  a  normal  practice  but
we vary it with icy beverage for the youth. The company website can  “put-on”  a  younger
look without being too glamorous.
23. The company can establish an interest in massaging with the youth and leverage the  status  to  be
of fitness instructors or physiotherapist. The present of the new Integrated Resort (IR) are  bound
to boost the tourism industry and is a good opportunity to ride on the wave.
24. Create  website  that  encourages  public  participation.  In  the  service  industry,  gaining
feedback from the public is important as they can escalate  into  a  destructive  force.  The
available technology has made it easier to establish an entity in the online world  (Richard
J. Goossen, 2008).
25. The existing players are all fighting for survival and are in a dead-lock situation.  The  new
players should knock off this contention through means of disruptive  innovation  (Richard
J. Goossen, 2008).
26. We do not need to use any strategy and simple engage  price  war.  Those  with  stronger
capital emerge as the winner and take all potential profit in the area.
27. We can package the shop as eco-friendly through recycling the water  and  reduce  paper
wastage. This is the current trend and also helps to instill a positive company image.  The
investment on water purification will also help to lower  utility  cost.  Example,  used  water
can help to flush or clean the toilet. We can send  “short  messages”  to  customer  mobile
phone as receipt or advertisement or reminder instead of snail mailing.
28. We can spin off subsidiaries which target price sensitive consumers. These operators  will
use another brand which can be expanded through franchising.
Stage 3: Idea Synthesis – Engineer Mindset
In this stage, we want to merge  or  enhance  the  solutions  identify  in  the  earlier  stage.  Each
solution can be used repetitively to derive in various strategies. The feasibility is not  determined
at this stage but with the judgment mindset.  We  have  placed  their  respective  solution  at  the
beginning of each paragraph for easy reference.
Concept A: Strengthening Company image and positioning
(#1 + #2 + #3 + #13 + #27) As a new player in the market,  gaining  a  holding  is  important.  The
shop layout should distinguish itself from those shady businesses. The theme of the shop  should
blend in with the surrounding. The recruitment of experience staff is crucial  as  service  quality  is
important to gain footing in the area.
The company should extend their exposure by working with  local  welfare  organization.   This  will
create a sense of mission for the staff. This might create publicity for the firm at  zero  advertising
cost. The company will be eco-friendly through recycle the water and reduce paper consumption.
The volunteering involvement in the national minimum wage system will ensure  the  workers  are
able to earn a decent income. This differential approach will reflect a better and unique  company
image.
Concept B: Marketing, Marketing and Marketing
(#3 + #4) The new player should make lots of noise so as to attract  customer.  Flyers  and  direct
mail should be made  targeting  the  culture  of  the  residencies  nearby  the  shop  location  (e.g.
SingPost “Direct Mail”). The usage of large print banner and poster should be clearly display. The
Company should attempt to know the customer and blend in with the surrounding. The  theme  in
each shop should be different.
We will  need  to  measure  the  effectiveness  of  each  media  used  so  that  the  most  effective
approach can be re-use in the same community.
Concept C: Corporate discount
(#3 + #5 + #15 + #16) The new player should work together with larger players of related industry
like insurance. The Company can provide a promotion package whereby each policy comes  with
free or discounted massage. The idea can be tag to hotel and healthcare industries.
The company can also work with major bank to issue discount to its credit  card  customer.  They
can also work with neighboring shops to create a town sale to attract crowd.
Concept D: Lean Management
(#3 + #6 + #17) The new player should be concern with its cash flow and tighten its expense. The
structure of each  shop  should  consist  of  2  levels,  the  shop  managers  and  staff.  The  shop
managers will posses the technique expertise and management  skills.  The  layout  of  the  shop
should be similar as it reflects standardization throughout all our branches.
The measurement of staff  efficiency,  marketing  and  operation  should  be  measure  to  ensure
optimum efficiency. There are two general salary structures
• Momentary reward = low basic + high commission
• Work-life balance = high basic + low commission.
Concept E: Seek Government Help
(#8 + #9 + #18) The industry is much un-regulated and Government  intervention  can  help  local
Company to immediately gain a competitive edge. The Government can provide free massage to
all citizens and PR restricted to a pre-determine number of tries. This will boost  the  exposure  of
body wellness. The concept is similar to Concept C but it is working  with  the  Government.  It  is
also similar to strategy which the European has adopted with their healthcare insurance.
The centralize control by a  authorize  body  that  is  government  related  will  bring  confident  to
consumers whom are concerned with their health. This will increase public  awareness  of  health
prevention  which  is  aligned  to  “Health  Promotion  Board”  vision  (HPB,  2009).   The    partial
centralize market can ensure market players to follow guidelines in preventing the body  wellness
image from reducing to sexual services.  The  direct  injection  cash  through  voucher  or  “health
credit” will boost demand for the body wellness industry.
Concept F: Quality Control
(#10 + #11 + #14 + #17) It was mentioned  that  the  staff’s  quality  is  a  factor  which  will  retain
customers.  Customers  usually  measure  the  quality  through  his  or  her  comfort  or   level   of
relaxation. This does not translate to proper technique being implement which focus  on  touching
the meridian points. The customer will return when they feel they have gotten what they seek (i.e.
relaxation instead of body wellness). There need to exist funding  for  training  and  education  on
the proper mindset on  body  wellness  through  massaging.  This  requires  the  partnership  with
existing major players.
The company bring in health business  cannot  ignore  its  workers’  health.  There  are  plenty  of
awards and certification by HPB which can improve the image of  the  company  as  pro-workers.
This will reflect our concern to the customer as well as our workers.
Concept G: Market Determine
(#7 + #24) The shop can perform a survey on the type of service preferred (e.g.  foot  reflexology,
head & shoulder  and  full  body  massaging)  before  deciding  on  the  layout  of  the  shop.  The
equipments and decoration of the shop are detachable thereby allowing easy re-arrangement.
The continuous improvement is also determined by the majority preference and so  the  feedback
channel is important. The company’s website should allow ease of  public  feedback  and  prompt
respond in order to signify that we are serious on hearing them.
Concept H: Franchise Domination
(#12 + #16) The massaging  industry  is  a  low  barrier  business  and  instead  of  fighting  every
competitor, we can unite the effort through franchising. There is no height in the progression as a
masseuse but we can sell the idea of being a shop manager or franchisee. This  will  expand  the
existence of the company brand and promote united among workers.
Alternative is to convince your competitors in growing the customer pie instead or engaging into a
bloody price war.
Concept I: PMET Marketing (Pro-family Extension)
(#20) The usual customers are usually the PMET whose main purpose is to archive relaxation  or
de-stress from their work. They see this consumption as a form of rewarding  themselves  for  the
effort made in their workplace. It is an opportunity to broader this scope to classify it  as  a  family
outing whereby spouse and their parent can come in group for a  massaging  or  foot  reflexology
session. This can be archive by allowing flexibility in package signed.
Accordingly to HSBC survey in people perception towards retirement (HSBC 2006, HSBC  2007),
it  reported  that  the  most  people  do  not  see  themselves   depending   on   their   children   or
government for assistance. They want to work beyond the retirement age but with more control in
the working hours. Their spending power cannot be under-estimated.
Those able elderly are keen in performing volunteering work and we can establish  a  social  club
to satisfy this. The firm adoption in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSP) can  inject  positivity  in
its brand. This approach is helpful for the company mid to long term performance.
Concept J: Education
(#21 + #22) The general  publics  are  still  not  taking  care  of  their  body  and  continue  loading
themselves with junk food. We can deliver (together with help from HPB)  the  concept  that  body
massaging and foot reflexology is also a  form  of  passive  body  wellness.  The  kneeling  of  the
meridian point can stimulate the body immune system and increase metabolism.
The channel to disseminate the information depends on the audience. The youth can be targeted
with interactive games while HPB can liaise with the respective  schools.  The  shop  with  enable
access and tasty  healthy  beverage  should  reduce  the  resistance  in  the  youth  coming  for  a
massaging or foot  reflexology  session.  If  the  collaboration  works  well,  we  can  heighten  the
professionalism of the masseur.
Concept K: Disruptive Innovation
(#25) The current industry is saturated with entry players  providing  basic  services  at  low  profit
margin. The first mover (or second) advantage has long gone. The engagement in any price  war
is suicidal and unnecessary. We should  break  the  contention  by  introducing  disruption  to  the
market (Richard  J.  Goossen,  2008).  If  the  concept  is  proven  worthy  then  there  will  be  an
approach at the end of this paper.
Concept L: Fight till the death
(#26) This is the reverse of Concept C whereby instead working together, we fight.  The  services
provided will not be differential as the objective is engaged in cut-throat strategy. Every  customer
won is the lost of the opponent (i.e. Zero Sum Game). We will need substantial amount of  capital
to endure the battle. The winner will drive the opponent off the field and keep all the customers to
himself.
Stage 4: Idea Judgment
This stage is to judge the ideas classified using the Pugh Methods to derive an optimum solution.
All solutions are being judge against a pre-determine list of factors. The  solutions  are  disposed,
enhanced or merge to form a better concept. The improved  solutions  go  through  few  round  of
judgment before crystallizing into an optimum solution.
The solution should enable to company  to  stand  out  in  the  crowded  market  and  sustain  the
business revenue between 3 to 5 years. We will list the criteria before judging each problem.
Round 1
1. Company differential: Does the concept enhance the  company’s  image  from  the  datum
(especially those shady businesses)?
2. Service differential: Does the concept improve or create better services then datum in  the
customer’s perspective?
3. Market Entry: Does the concept allow the penetration into the existing crowded market?
4. Partnership: Does the concept allow the flexibility  to  incorporate  partnership  or  alliance
with existing operators or customers?
5. Future Growth: Does the concept encourage vertical or horizontal growth?
6. Blue Ocean: Does the concept provide possibility of venturing into a new market?
7. Staff Quality: Does the concept able to attract and retain quality staff?
8.  Training  Structure:  Does  the  concept   incorporate   training   to   enhance   the   staff’s
competence?
9. Discipline: Does the concept instill self-regulation in their work professionalism?
10.  Management  to  Staff  ratio:  Does  the  concept  result   in   unnecessary   overhead   in
management?
11. Salary Package: Is the salary package attractive enough to draw in quality staff?
12. Franchisee mgt: Does the concept entice other (including existing  operators)  to  become
franchisee?
13. Innovation: Does the concept flourish innovation (especially disruptive)?
14. Setup Cost: Is the concept expensive to implement?
15. Re-incurring Cost: Are there any recurring cost to consider after the implementation?
In the next few tables, the Datum used is the current practice familiar with the partners
|Factors               |Datum       |Concept A   |Concept B   |Concept C   |Concept D   |
|Company differential  |            |+           |+           |0           |0           |
|Service differential  |            |0           |0           |0           |0           |
|Market Entry          |            |+           |+           |+           |0           |
|Partnership           |            |0           |0           |+           |0           |
|Future Growth         |            |0           |0           |+           |0           |
|Blue Ocean            |            |0           |0           |0           |0           |
|Staff Quality         |            |+           |0           |0           |+           |
|Training Structure    |            |0           |0           |0           |+           |
|Discipline            |            |0           |0           |0           |+           |
|Mgt to Staff ratio    |            |0           |0           |-           |+           |
|Salary Package        |            |0           |0           |0           |+           |
|Franchisee            |            |+           |0           |-           |0           |
|Innovation            |            |0           |0           |0           |0           |
|Setup Cost            |            |0           |0           |-           |0           |
|Re-incurring Cost     |            |0           |-           |-           |0           |
|Total                 |            |4+          |2+1-        |3+4-        |5+          |
|Factors               |Datum       |Concept E   |Concept F   |Concept G   |Concept H   |
|Company differential  |            |0           |+           |0           |0           |
|Service differential  |            |0           |0           |+           |0           |
|Market Entry          |            |0           |0           |+           |0           |
|Partnership           |            |0           |0           |0           |+           |
|Future Growth         |            |+           |0           |+           |0           |
|Blue Ocean            |            |0           |0           |0           |0           |
|Staff Quality         |            |0           |+           |0           |0           |
|Training Structure    |            |0           |+           |0           |0           |
|Discipline            |            |0           |+           |0           |0           |
|Mgt to Staff ratio    |            |0           |0           |0           |0           |
|Salary Package        |            |0           |0           |0           |0           |
|Franchisee            |            |0           |0           |0           |+           |
|Innovation            |            |0           |0           |0           |0           |
|Setup Cost            |            |0           |0           |0           |-           |
|Re-incurring Cost     |            |0           |-           |0           |0           |
|Total                 |            |1+          |4+1-        |3+          |2+1-        |
|Factors               |Datum       |Concept I   |Concept J   |Concept K   |Concept L   |
|Company differential  |            |+           |+           |0           |-           |
|Service differential  |            |0           |0           |0           |-           |
|Market Entry          |            |0           |0           |+           |0           |
|Partnership           |            |+           |+           |0           |-           |
|Future Growth         |            |+           |+           |0           |0           |
|Blue Ocean            |            |0           |+           |+           |-           |
|Staff Quality         |            |+           |0           |0           |-           |
|Training Structure    |            |0           |0           |0           |-           |
|Discipline            |            |0           |0           |0           |-           |
|Mgt to Staff ratio    |            |0           |0           |0           |0           |
|Salary Package        |            |0           |0           |0           |+           |
|Franchisee            |            |0           |0           |0           |-           |
|Innovation            |            |0           |+           |+           |-           |
|Setup Cost            |            |0           |-           |-           |0           |
|Re-incurring Cost     |            |0           |-           |-           |0           |
|Total                 |            |4+          |5+2-        |3+2-        |1+9-        |
Round 2
1. Merge “Company differential” and “Service differential” into  “Company  Reputation”:   The
Company’s image depends on  the  service  quality  delivered.  Although  a  fancy  interior
design can attract customers but it do not promote repeat consumption.
2. Merge Discipline and “Staff Quality” into “Staff Professionalism”:  The  quality  of  the  staff
can be measured by the technical skillset and its integrity or character. The  determination
of a person character requires much time and observation and is difficult to be place as  a
determine  factor  here.  The  merger   of   these   intangible   factors   reduces   emotional
weightage in the scale and yet not forgetting the human touch of a business plans.
3. Merge “Training  Structure”,  “Salary  Package”  and  “Mgt  to  Staff  ratio”  into  “Company
Operation”:  While  “Company  Reputation”  reflect  the  company’s  image  to  the  public,
“Company Operation” reflects the internal operation like staff prospect and training.
4. Merge ‘Partnership’ and ‘Franchisee’ into “Marketing Strategy” to include  the  planning  of
sales after entry. The ‘Partnership’ attempts to  secure  consumption  (i.e.  demand)  while
‘Franchisee’ strength its existence (i.e. supply).
5. Although “Future Growth” can be group under  “Marketing  Strategy”,  it  will  result  in  the
comparison being too general. We feel  that  the  possibility  for  the  company  expansion
along  or  across  related  business  is  crucial  for  diversification  and  should   be   focus.
However it is similar to “Blue  Ocean”  and  can  be  merged.  The  expanded  definition  is
called “H_V Growth” will include vertical, horizontal and unknown market venture.
6. “Market Entry” will remain as it signifies the success of the  entry  of  the  company.  If  the
concept does not provide a distinctive advantage at  this  point,  it  will  make  subsequent
moves difficult.
7. ‘Innovation’ should remain as it can  identify  creativity  being  brought  into  the  existence
market.
8. “Setup  Cost”  and  “Re-incurring  Cost”  should  remain  as  they  identify  different  timeline  in  the
company cash-flow.
9.  We  have  added  a  new  factor  ‘feasibility’  to  determine  if  the  Concept   is   implementable   in
reality. The test includes the  possibility  of  generating  positive  cash-flow  throughout  the
operation.
10. Concept A and B have similar strength and is  be  merge  together.  Concept  C  can  also
complement Concept A and the three are combined to Concept M.
11. Concept D and J has the best score in separate grouping and we will  force  merge  these
idea into Concept N.
12. Concept E is being disposed as the impact will  affect  all  operators  in  the  market  and  does  not
benefits us.
13. Concept F and I are weak standing on their own and we have merged them to Concept O.
14. Concept G is an extreme approach and has difficult integrating with others. However based on  the
matrix, we observe its strength and weaknesses is  complementary  with  Concept  H  and  K  and
thus force merge to Concept P.
15. Concept K is an extreme approach and has details not define.  We  decided  to  elaborate
on this concept.
16. Concept L has scored the lowest and will be eliminate.
17. None of the Concept by itself is strong as each attempt to solve a particular problem. This
on the whole does not solve the issue face.  The  merge  Concepts  covered  more  areas
and is a stronger solution for Comparison.
18. We shall be using the same Datum for Round 2
Concept M: Conservative Strategy (A + B + C)
The company’s image is important as it determine who it associates with. A  shady  business  will
only   attract   customer   with   dubious   intention.   Therefore   incorporating   Corporate   Social
Responsibility (CSR) into the business model will instill positive  image  in  the  company’s  image
(CNA, 2009). There are few approaches we can explore
• The partnership with social society (e.g. elderly or disable home)
• The usage of water is substantial and participation in water recycle,  reduce  and  reused
(3R) will result in corporate branding and reduce operating cost.
In order to infuse the company image to the consumer mind, we will not design the  shop  outlook
to suit the community. Each shops will be identical and providing the same services.  This  eases
franchising if there is an opportunity.
The customers will only be neighboring residences and by advertising via direct mail, we are able
to target specific people in a focus area. The mention “SingPost Direct Mail (DM)” will be our tool.
The alerting of the residence of our existence is not enough. We will  be  advertising  our  service
differences through using alternate body wellness products. Example, we  will  be  using  wooden
tub for foot bath then ceramic ones. This not only provides additional treatment (via steaming) but
also is distinguished in appearance.
We can also have  associated  membership  given  to  nearby  corporation  or  organization  (e.g.
church or office staff). The details of the promotion will depend on the  habits  of  the  consumers.
For occasional customer it may be effective to promote comprehensive massaging  package  (i.e.
body and foot massaging) rather then a foot massaging package (e.g. x12  times  package).  The
discount approach can be expanded  into  credit  card  holders  or  community  card  holder  (e.g.
Passion Card).
An alternate partnership is to work with health insurance  companies  whereby  each  new  policy
holder is eligible for few free massaging sessions. It will be convincing for such partnership  when
the locations are convenient for  consumers.  The  expansion  can  be  done  through  franchising
when we have certain degree of reputation.
The franchisee will need to focus on the shop operation leaving the marketing  to  the  franchiser.
The franchisee will have some control on the design and distribution channels so as to customize
to their specific area needs. This will reduce the advertising cost.
The discussion has so far been expanding the shops  and  customer  (i.e.  supply  and  demand).
The company can also span new services vertical or horizontal. The equipments  and  perishable
lotion are already covered by many supplies. Their low margin is not attractive for new  entry  and
we will not venture there. A more profitable  area  is  horizontal  expansion  since  the  line  is  not
distinguished.
There are many beauty salons that are offering foot bath (without foot  reflexology)  and  pedicure
service. There are also  TCM  operators  whom  are  offering  body  massage  although  they  are
towards treatment then preventive. The body wellness operator can include these services which
are currently not available.
The company can run training school which can supply the manpower  to  the  industry.  We  also
can control the techniques being used in  the  industry  in  this  manner  but  this  will  require  the
industry recognition. Currently, there are no industry recognizes certifications  like  the  Chartered
Financial Analyst (CFA).
The staff can look forward for continuous training while the customer  will  also  be  assured  of  a
excellent relaxation point serve with qualified staff. The industry will also  be  self-regulated  once
the weaker ones are eliminate. This will resulted  in  profitability  for  the  company.  This  concept
caters to everyone needs.
Concept N: Community Integration Strategy (D + J)
The company should go lean  and  provide  only  foot  reflexology  service.  This  will  reduce  the
capital needed and ease cash-flow. The operation will require the manager (i.e. shop owner)  and
2 full-time and 2 part-time  workers.  The  management  of  the  staff  will  resemble  a  family  run
business whereby members are closed to each other.
Lee Tsao Yuan and Linda Low (1990, pg21) observed that  the  Anglo-American  countries  have
company which is owned  by  shareholder  whereas  non  Anglo-American  countries  often  have
family like structure especially for SME. Most entry-level body wellness business starts off with  a
small based or a family like structure and is deems more suitable as profit are expected to be low
at the initial stage of the business. There are also less machineries (e.g. infra-ray slimming)  used
in the business. Till the demand for machinery increase it still requires  the  human’s  observation
to identify for any un-usual sign during the massaging. This business structure complements with
our strategy.
The pro-family policy allows the company to stand out among the crowd as there are few existing operators
whom are in favor of hiring mature workers. The staff will comprise of locals whom are not concern with job
progression and instead treat it as a semi-retirement career. We will  also  provide  insurance  policy  to
cover their healthcare needs.  This  means  the  shop  location  will  be  in  the  residential  district
instead of shopping mall or office area.
The mature working (i.e. those above 40s) are often neglected by employers. This group of mature workers
does have its strength:
1. They are able to accept lower pay due to lower commitment.
2. They are patient and are able to communicate with customers whom are mostly their age group.
3. It will send a clear signal that we are providing decent massaging services.
4. The government has setup various  scheme  to  make  employing  the  elderly  attractive  (George
Magnus, 2009)
The government has rolled out a nation wide certification for its adult  workers  whom  are  mostly
low  skilled.  It  has  setup  a  training  system  whereby  a  generic  training  framework  is   being
implemented with certain degree of customization to all major industry. This will ensure control on
the quality of the workers.
The entry will be low profile and since the service are common, we will  advertise  throughout  the
neighboring areas via pamphlets and community notice board or newsletter. The preferred  staffs
are  hired  from  the  local  community  establishing  a  community  body   wellness   center.   The
participation  of  community  event  is  recommended   to   blend   into   the   neighborhood.   The
cohesiveness with the “Community Center (CC)” and “Resident Center  (RC)”  will  be  build.  We
will offer discount for “Community Club” members (e.g. Passion Card)  to  further  strengthen  the
bond.
The pro-family policy should include  taking  care  of  the  staff  wellness.  The  stress  in  meeting
customer’s expectation could affect the  employee’s  morale.  Their  poorer  emotion  state  could
result in lower quality of service delivery. We will have to motivate  the  staff  at  Mind,  Body  and
Sprites (Daniel G.  Goldstein,  Eric  J.  Johnson,  Andreas  Herrmann  and  Mark  Heitmann,  Dec
2008). As the relationship among the residences take times  to  build,  it  will  allow  the  company
some time to generate enough revenue to expand the business to provide more services.
The  positive  immediate  feedback  (e.g.  smile  or  satisfaction)  from  the  customer   boost   the
confident of the staff. The customer will also pick his  preferred  masseur  on  his  next  visit.  The
company website can have the staff schedule so that the customer  can  arranged  for  the  same
masseur on his next visit. This ensure the same satisfaction maintain on each repetitive visit.
The partnership with HPB to advocate  healthy  lifestyle  to  the  community  will  be  crucial.  The
company should be the  advocator  on  public  health  and  body  wellness  services  will  be  well
integrated into the program. This approach can spin off a total unrelated service like the food and
beverage. The café can served healthy snack and drinks according to HPB standard. If  possible,
we should obtain the HPB “Healthy Choice” logo to signify our commitment to healthy eating  and
body wellness.
The fundamental foot reflexology training can be done with  government  funding  (e.g.  SPUR  or
SDF). The training can be conducted  by  external  partners.  The  collaboration  with  HPB  could
heighten the professions of our masseur. There are plenty  of  funds  available  for  staff  training.
Company can tap onto these funds to enhance their staff’s skill. A write-up  is  done  in  Appendix
A.
The slow and steady approach is a low risk strategy and allows easy pull out. 
Concept O: PMET Family Bonding (F + I)
The government has rolled out several pro-family policies to encourage  family  bonding.  One  of
the scheme is “Pro-Family businesses” (SPA, 2009) which encourage businesses to design  their
service or product with family in mind. The eligibility and requirements are in their website.
The scale of the business will depend on the capital. The design can have  one  or  two  sections.
The core section will be a relaxation spot for the adult and another  for  the  children.  The  design
for the adult will be Zen oriented as Zen has been strongly associated with relaxation.  The  room
will have sound reduce wall to ensure quietness and dim lighting. There  will  also  be  railing  bar
along the corridor to enable elderly to move around with confident.
The merit of this approach is in the packaging. The  typical  package  requires  customer  to  bulk
purchase  the  same  services  to  enjoy  discount.  This  is  to  ‘ensure’  repeated  business.  The
package that we are offering is in the cash value itself. The perk is in  actual  dollar  discount  and
can be use by members or their guests. The cash value can be use across all services. Example,
the father of the Lee’s family can sign up a promotion package which offer 20% discount (i.e. $20
off for every $100) which can be used by all the family members. The  membership  can  also  be
purchase as a gift for grandparent to enjoy.
The emphasis on the staff skillset  remains  important  but  the  serving  of  the  professional  (i.e.
PMET) requires higher standard. The staff will be train in “Service Quality Excellent”, an  initiative
by the WDA to meet the expectation. The staffs have to  show  expertise  in  dealing  with  elderly
people so that the working adult children feel safe leaving them in our care.
The keyword here is quality service which means quality control is importance. The expansion  of
the business is not likely through franchising as controlling is  challenging.  The  opening  of  new
shops will be  own  by  the  company  and  managed  by  experience  staff  whom  believe  in  the
company motto. This suppresses fast expansion.
The constraint lies with the leasing contract. The interior decoration cost is hefty and we  might  not  see  a
breakeven in 2 years. If the leasing contract ends here or the rental increase, it will  lengthen  the
breakeven point. The approach will have to balance this concern with care.
Once the public  has  differential  us,  we  will  be  able  to  secure  customer  whom  have  higher
spending power. This is according to Porter’s generic strategy.
Concept P: Market Determine (G + H + K)
This is a bold approach whereby the shop layout is not determined by the company  but  with  the
community. The new shop will not have minimum furnishing and service. An  intensive  survey  is
being carried out by the company or outsource. The objective is  to  determine  the  type  of  body
wellness service needed by the community. Once  establish,  we  can  build  our  service  around
their needs.
The company will be customer-oriented and taken  this  should  ensure  the  demanded  service  consume.
This also means the service demanded could be outside the company competency (e.g. SPA or medicine).
If a retail outlet has been secured, it will require the company to shift the mindset of the  residence  towards
the company service. This could spark innovation in the type of service provided.
The execution has to be fast in order to secure income.  This  means  the  company  will  have  to
engage varieties of skill staff to cater possible outcome. The advantage of first mover  is  the  key
and  its  weakness  is  defending  imitators.  The  company  is  always  seeking  innovation  in  its
services since they might be easily replicate by competitors.
The taste of the consumer will shape the business and if the changes are rapid, the company might not  be
able to catch up. The training of the staff in their skillset or services cannot be performed. They have  to  be
hired outside which means the possibility of high staff turn-over. This might upset union  and  invite
concern from the government (e.g. Ministry of Manpower, MOM).
The changes can only be done when the demand hit certain threshold or when  existing  services
are unwanted. This is to prevent the market signal too early  and  incur  in  unnecessary  cost.  At
least 80% of the services can be support with stable demand  while  the  remaining  20%  can  be
reserve for experimental services.
The expansion will not be done  through  franchising  as  the  model  is  risky  to  be  standardize.
However a success venture in this manner will result in proving the business model.  If  there  are
enough evident in proving this concept, we can provide consultation to others whom are  keen  in
engaging this innovative approach.
Concept Q: House Call
In retails service industry, the location of the shop is often  the  determinant  of  revenue.  A  quite
traffic flow will likely to attract less walk-in especially for new  company.  The  rental  which  forms
takes a large portion of the cost rises with area of good traffic flow. How can  we  establish  a  low
rental and yet attract enough customers to generate positive cash-flow.
Instead of customer coming to over, we can provide house call services. This means we  are  not  bounded
by the physical location of the outlet and yet  able  to  reach  massive  number  of  customer.  The  targeted
customers are those that seldom  patronize  body  wellness  center  and  yet  want  to  consume  it  at  their
comfort (TODAY online, Nov 2008). These customers mostly live in condominium  where  amenity
might not be readily accessible.
The house call service will demand higher payment to compensate for the travelling time and lost
opportunity. We are using  a  residential  home  address  as  our  company  address  through  the
SOHO scheme. Due to the privacy, we are using VBOX to mask the actual address.  The  details
are in the HDB and SingPost website.
A  lower  cost  spin-off  is  to  provide  the  services  at  carnival  where  a  temporary  outlet  (with
acceptable comfort conditions) is rented. We can only provide basic services like foot  reflexology
and shoulder massage. Those services like full-body oil massage  requires  private  room  cannot
be conduct at such open environment.
The communication with the public will be done via website. The house call charges and the outlet  location
are being published. The usage of “Short Message  Service”  or  SMS  services  can  be  setup  for  mobile
customer to keep in touch with our whereabouts.
The dynamic nature of the business does not allow  any  formal  training  to  be  conducted.  The  company
behaves like an agent between customer and  skill  professional.  It  is  difficult  to  instill  branding  into  the
company  or  any  mid-long  term  plans.  However   the   flexibility   does   eliminate   much   administrative
overheads.
We have judge these concept against the Datum and awarded the respective score.
|Factors           |Datum   |Concept M  |Concept N  |Concept O  |Concept P  |Concept Q  |
|Company  Reputation   |               |+              |+              |+              |
|Company  Reputation   |               |0              |0              |0              |
|Market Entry          |               |0              |-              |0              |
|Marketing Strategy    |               |-              |-              |0              |
|H_V Growth            |               |-              |-              |+              |
|Staff Professionalism |               |-              |+              |0              |
|Company Operation     |               |0              |+              |0              |
|Innovation            |               |0              |+              |0              |
|Setup Cost            |               |+              |-              |0              |
|Re-incurring Cost     |               |+              |-              |0              |
|Feasibility           |               |0              |-              |0              |
|Total                 |               |2+3-           |3+6-           |1+             |
The concept has been conservative which can provide stable returns and low risk. However  this
approach has its limitation on  growth.  The  company  will  have  to  be  a  “Corporate  Wellness
Program” (CWP) provider for SME. They are the target for the initial stage. Once  the  reputation
is obtained, it  can  convince  the  mid  size  and  government  related  agencies  to  engage  our
services. CWP has a large scope and  being  un-familiar  with  all  the  fitness  services,  we  are
unable to become a one-stop service provider. Our strength lies in  our  expertise  in  massaging
and being mobile, we do not need a fixed location to provide the services.
Concept T is the closest to the Datum while Concept  S  has  the  most  differences.  Concept  S
also has the important  factor  of  ‘innovation’  which  could  provide  breakthrough  the  business
model. Each of the models has its strength and is able  to  complement  each  other.  We  would
want to fit in all the models in round 3 as our final concept (i.e. Concept  U).  The  details  will  be
discussed in the implementation stage.
Stage 5: Solution Implementation
In the previous discussion, we have the intention to merge all the concepts in round 3 as our final
strategy. However not all ideas are suitable to be implemented in  the  same  timeline.  Therefore
we have positioned various approaches in different timeline and present them in  a  chronological
manner. The draft layout of the shop is in Appendix B.
Stage 1: Setting up of the company
The main task in drafting a business plan and perform the administrative task  like  registration  of
company and licensing. The searching for an outlet and suppliers also  needs  to  be  established
before operation. The needed tasks are listed below:
1. Registration and licensing
2. Obtaining the needed funding
3. Secure suppliers and marketing channel (e.g. print shop and delivery)
4. Identifying a suitable outlet and attempt to understanding the surrounding and community
5. Implement Interior design and decoration
6. Hired staff and drafting/signing their employment contract (i.e. legal matter)
7. Creating a simple website for interaction (Concept S)
Stage 2: Market Entry
The start-off requires the residence to know of our existence.  They  have  to  know  the  services
provided and the benefits and flexibility. The main objective is to  lure  them  in  making  that  first
purchase. The tasks are:
1. Execute marketing strategy in a harmonious manner. We do not want  to  engage  into  price
war with the existing operators
2. Identify operational flaw and attempt to resolve
3. Identify staff training needs and close the gap  during  their  off  days  with  reasonable  compensation.
The  excellence  in  service  quality  will  help  to  strength  the  company  image  and   public
confident.
4. Cultivate a family-like bonding with the staff so as to retain those whom will value add  to  the
company operation.
5. Obtain a deeper understanding in customer’s needs and preferences
6. Partnership with the CC  and  RC  in  customizing  promotion  package  for  their  needs  and
expense (Concept R)
7. Conduct  joint  promotion  with  nearby  operators  (including  non  body  wellness)  to  attract
resident to shop in their neighborhood.
Stage 3: Sustaining Business Operation
The variation depends on the cash-flow of the business. If there are earning to be  seen  then  we
can work towards strengthening the staff through more hiring or training. We  should  not  engage
in additional spending  in  new  equipments  unless  there  are  strong  reasons  to  believe  it  will
increase the revenue. The tasks are
1. Identifying possible training courses (e.g. advance foot reflexology or service excellence)
to equip staff with greater capability.
2. Extension of “Direct Mail” to other areas. This will suggest the distance which  customers
are willing to travel. This information will be critical if we were to open another outlet.
3. Engage more form of credit payment service like eNets  and  credit/debit  card.  This  will
ease the selling  of  package  to  customer  since  they  are  able  to  pull  through  bigger
amount transaction.
4. Invest small amount in enhancing  the  website  either  by  adding  more  interaction  and
information
5. The initial work on building the company image will instill confident  in  our  marketing.  A
successful  brand  name  will  help   in   obtaining   partnership   and   attract   franchisee
(TODAYonline, Aug 2008).
6. The  salary  structure  will  include  a  monthly  performance  bonus  based  on  customer
feedback. This will encourage staffs to delivery best service which  will  help  in  retaining
customers.
However in the event that the revenue  drops,  it  is  crucial  to  identify  the  real  problem.  If  the
problem is internally, it will have to be resolved fast. If it is external, then we  have  to  establish  if
there is a mismatch in our service and the customer needs.  This  will  greatly  affect  the  survival
and sustainability of the business. This could also be an opportunity to determine if  the  gap  can
lead to a breakthrough.
Stage 4: Sustaining Business Operation (part 2)
At this point, the business will be stable and we will need to  explore  breakthrough.  If  not  done,
the company might face maturity and decline. The tasks are
1. We need to strengthen the internal  structure  and  explore  vertical/horizontal  expansion.
Once the market has confident in our service quality, we can diversify by  provide  training
with reputable training center such as NTUC and obtain government funding.
2. We can source for innovation through public’s feedback  via  our  website.  The  usage  of
web enable interactive tools will useful.
3. We can also expand through franchising.
Remember in the Detective Mindset, we summarize the problems and their relationship in a mind-
map? We shall revisit it to determine if we have resolved the problem.
In the diagram, those marked by blue signify their respective solution discussed earlier. The dash
green lines simply group them into the same category for easy interpretation. It can be  seen  that
we have address the entire problem with their corresponding solution.
We still deem government regulation and macro environment as affecting everyone in  the  same
industry and no one will be able to gain any competitive advantages.
[pic]
Diagram G: Problem Mind-Map with their corresponding solutions
Our earlier problem definition was “First establish a footing in the industry then heighten the body
wellness profession  through  collaboration  or  partnership.”  The  continuation  of  our  operation
relays in giving customer quality service at affordable price.  We  need  to  show  our  sincerity  in
value-adding their life and is able to  “make-a-difference”.  Once  we  have  captured  the  market
confident then can we influence other body wellness operators to share our value  in  heightening
the body wellness profession. We believe the solution presented will bring us towards that goal!
Conclusion
A strategy is a roadmap which offers directions or alternatives. The effectiveness depends on the
robustness of the model and clarity of the feedback. Customers should not be seen as cash  cow
and long term relationship must be established. Customers always remember how they are being
treated and respond accordingly.
SME has limited resources to perform proper market research and  rely  on  their  gut  feel.  They
preferred to run their business in a “family-like” structure. The models design for MNC is complex
and cold which are not accepted by SME. The Creative Problem Solving Model is  simple  to  use
although it requires the business owner to put in effort in understanding himself or his company.
The correct usage of the model does help in identifying “blind spot” in problem solving and should
be review occasionally to align with the market. There are difficulties faces in applying the  model
with others whom are not familiar with the concept. Most stakeholders are  keen  in  knowing  the
result and are impatient with lengthy process. The desire for quick solution will never produce  an
optimum solution. We hope that through mind-mapping the problems and their relationship  it  will
give entrepreneur a quick check against their strategy.
There is little writing on the Singapore body wellness industry.  The  existing  materials  focus  on
the administration or medical aspect and lack the macro analysis  of  the  industry.  The  contents
presented  here  are  obtained  from  interviewing  the  existing  operators.  Their  difficulties   and
dilemma are reflected in this paper. This will provide a realistic ‘feel’ to the readers.
In our case study, we identify the  real  problem  and  the  crystallize  solution  is  convincing  and
implementable. The solution has  a  blend  of  conservative  and  creative  way  of  marketing  the
service. However we are unable  to  factor  the  finer  details  as  we  want  to  give  reader  some
creativity space.
We created a simple mind-map to simplify the  complexity  of  the  problem.  In  the  mind-map,  it
shows the solving of one factor will implicate related factors and their  inter-relationship  needs  to
be  considered.  The  mind-map  can  be  further  breakdown  and  will  be  a  good  guide  to  the
company as it can aid in decision making when encounter obstacle.
When the  winds  of  change  are  blowing,  some  people  are  building  shelters  and  others  are
building windmills. What will you do?
Future Work
Globalization does not emerge from super countries and pass on to the developing world.  It  is  a
creation of constant conflict in the domestic countries (e.g. supply chain or  political)  which  force
the Company to look  out.  However  the  stronger  coupling  in  trade  (due  to  globalization)  will
diversify risk (Lee T.Y; Lind, 1990).
The un-regulatory has brought many small players into the market. This prevent the industry from
concluding a standardize  approach  in  preventive  healthcare.  There  is  a  need  to  explore  an
approach to regulate the skillset from a medical perspective. This concluded approach has  to  be
endorsed by the medical  professional  so  as  to  inject  confident  to  the  public.  The  SGH  has
incorporated TCM as their pilot project and had boosted public confident.
None medical students can explore a strategy whereby it attract existing operators to commit to a
standardize  skillset.  The  skillset  needs  endorsement  by  a  reputable   organization   like   the
“National Trade Union Congress” (NTUC) which advocates training and excellent service.
Once we have established  a  regulated  and  establish  body  wellness  system,  companies  can
explore exporting this model to other countries.
We are unable to go into details with the various  marketing  technique  (e.g.  marketing  mix  and
market  segmentation).  Entrepreneur  should  do  reading  on  this  subject  and  customize  their
marketing strategy base on the community culture.
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Appendix A: Write-up on WDA and WSQ
Structure
The Singapore Workforce Development Agency (WDA) was setup in  2005  to  regulate  the  skill
quality of it citizens especially the low wages workers. It has the supporting and funding from  the
Government and major industry players. The board  is  made  up  of  industry  players,  education
institute, union  and  politician.  The  main  task  is  to  help  low  wage  workers  to  gain  skills  or
qualification  progression  to  obtain  higher  wages.  It  provides  a  tripartite  relationship  among
employee, employers and training provider.




The training providers are currently being regulated through  the  Continuing  Education  and  Training
(CET) program.
(CET)  is  the  initial  stage  of  collaborating  with  major   education   institutes.   The   Singapore
Workforce Skills Qualifications (WSQ) is later given to smaller training institutes whom are able to
meet  the  standard  of  WDA.  These   training   institutes   are   known   as   Approved   Training
Organization (ATO). In their annual report 07/08 (WDA,  2007),  it  was  reported  that  the  future
training center structure will take some form of a hierarchy.
1. National CET Center. A larger, establish training institutes with proven track record and  is
able to deliver quality training. This status has yet been given to any institutes.
2. CET Center. A establish training institutes with proven track record.
3. ATO. Local training institutes with smaller operating scale.
The available scheme are summarized
1. National  Skills  Recognition  System  (NSRS)  was  established  in  2000  which  aims  to
standardize the skill-set of workers in various  industries.  This  scheme  is  now  obsolete
and is replaced with WSQ.
2.  Skills  Development  Fund  (SDF)  was  established  in  1979  which  aims   at   providing
Company funding incentive  in  sending  their  workers  for  training.  It  offers  a  one-stop
electronic platform for applicants and training institutes.
3. Skills Redevelopment Programme (SRP) compensates  the  employers  by  their  workers
hours when they sent them to courses. However there is  a  cap  per  hour  which  can  be
claim
4. Skills Programme for Upgrading and Resilience (SPUR) is  the  recent  scheme  to  assist
small   businesses   during   this   credit   crisis.   It   is   a   tripartite   partnership    among
WDA,National  Trades  Union Congress  (NTUC)   and   Singapore   National   Employers
Federation (SNEF). It is to help companies to their manpower allocation  through  training,
managing and strengthening. 
There  are  courses  which  targeted  the  massage  and  body  wellness  industry.  The  available
courses listed are from SPA Institutes (Singapore Spa Institute, 2008)
• WSQ Certificate in Spa Services (Spa Therapy)
• WSQ Certificate in Spa Services (Beauty Therapy)
• WSQ Certificate in Spa Services (Body Therapy)
There are also  other  welfare  organizations  (e.g.  CDAC)  which  offer  training  incentive  to  its
members.  The  fund  is  obtain  from  wealthier  associates  and  is  used  on  its   lower   income
members. 
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Appendix B: Floor plan of the shop
The shop will be about 450sqf. This floor area will be sufficient for 3 massage chair, 2 bed  and  1
shoulder and back chair. There is no rest room as the place is taken  to  be  in  a  shopping  mall.
The customer will have to use the rest room provided by the mall located outside the shop.
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Firm Profit/ Cash Flow
1) Subsidies fitness program
2)Reasonable wages
1) Social Participation (w family)
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